


TRANSACTIONS
Open Vessel
Vessel Order
Cargo

PARTICIPANTS
Vessel Owners
Vessel Operators
Cargo Charterers

DEVICES
Desktop
Laptop
Tablet + Smartphone

Wemake it easier
for you to present,

trade and fix
multiple cargos

and vessels.



VALUE
Free to register.
Free to use.
Commission only payable
on clean fixtures.

EFFICIENCY
Fewer steps.
Fewer emails.
Greater control.
Greater transparency.

RELATIONSHIPS
Manage counterparty risk.
More confidentiality.
More time for client
development.

We save you
money, make you
more efficient and
provide you with a

platform for building
better long-term

relationships.



The Online
Advantage

Each member has a Dashboard view of
all their activity - constantly updated -

showing new deals, offers and counters.

Once registered, almost all
communication is done through the

system - freeing up space in your inbox.

Any member of FR8ER can create a
new Deal by filling in the relevant

details, including selecting trusted
Counterparties, and timing validity.

With Cargo Deals, members
have the ability to negotiate, or
treat them as tenders.

FR8ER allows for the uploading
of Charter Parties and vessel
descriptions which are then
linked to the appropriate Deals.

Vessel details can be saved at
anytime for later use. Recurring
Deals can also be saved as
templates.

FR8ER keeps a full record of all
Deals in the Deals Archive.



Trade and fix multiple cargos and vessels
anytime, anywhere, with anyone of your

choice - on all devices.

Joining FR8ER is by invitation only and
members are encouraged to invite all their

trusted Counterparties to register.

Web based app using an SSL certificate
which creates a secure connection between a

member’s web browser and our server.

Rate negotiations and communication
between the Deal Owner and their

Counterparties are confidential and are only
visible to the two relevant parties.

Manage risk and save time by only showing
your deals to approved, trusted

Counterparties.

www.fr8er.co


